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Abstract :Over inadvertent data leaks in the cloud there may greatly ease security concerns with different users via
public cloud storage by the capability of selectively encrypted data sharing. In the efficient encryption keys
management, to designing such encryption schemes lies is a key challenge. For different documents, with any group
of users their demands different encryption keys, any group of selected documents to be used the desired flexibility of
sharing. However, for both encryption and search, to users a large number of keys the necessity of distributing
securely and to securely store the received keys also implies those users will have and to perform search over the
shared data submit to the cloud in order an equally large number of keyword trapdoors. The approach impractical for
the implied need for secure storage, complexity and communication clearly renders. In this paper, by concept
instantiating through the scheme of a concrete KASE and proposing the concept of key-aggregate searchable
encryption (KASE), we address this practical problem. In the literature this problem was largely neglected, in which a
large number of documents sharing to a user, there needs only to distribute a single key a data owner, and the user
only needs for querying the shared documents for submitting a single trapdoor to the cloud.
Keywords- Searchable encryption, Broadcast encryption, data sharing, cloud storage, data privacy.

I . INTRODUCTION
Over the Internet for providing convenient, ubiquitous and for large amounts of shared data’s on-demand
accesses, there has emerged as a promising solution by cloud storage. Today, based on cloud storage through social
network applications, personal data such as photos and videos are shared by millions of users with their friends on a
daily basis. Due to its numerous lower cost, better resource utilization and greater agility, by cloud storage the
business users are also being attracted .
However, concerned of users about inadvertent data leaks in the cloud also increasingly via cloud storage while
enjoying the convenience of sharing data. There can usually lead to serious breaches of personal privacy or business
secrets due to such data leaks. Over potential data leaks in cloud storage to address users’ concerns, all the data
encrypted before uploading them to the cloud is the common approach for the data owner, such that later by those who
have the decryption keys, the encrypted data may be retrieved and decrypted which is called the cryptographic cloud
storage. However, for users to search and then selectively retrieve only the data containing given keywords, the
encryption of data makes it challenging. To employ a searchable encryption (SE) scheme, a common solution is in
which potential keywords are encrypt by data owner and together with encrypted data upload them to the cloud,
such that, for performing search over the encrypted data, the user will send the corresponding keyword trapdoor to the
cloud for retrieving data matching a keyword.
The basic security requirements of a cloud storage can achieve by the cloud storage although combining a
searchable encryption scheme with cryptographic, for large scale applications, implementing such a system
involving millions of users and by practical issues involving billions of files may still be hindered the
efficient management of encryption keys, which, are largely ignored in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
First of all, for different files which the need for selectively sharing encrypted data with different users, there usually
demands different encryption keys to be used. Such a large number of keys must be securely stored and
managed as well as distributed to users via secure channels, by the users in their devices. In addition, by the
users there must be generated a large number of trapdoors and in order to perform a keyword search over many files
submitted to the cloud. Such a system inefficient and impractical the implied need for secure computational complexity,
communication and storage may render.
In this paper by proposing the novel concept of KASE, we address this challenge and through a concrete KASE
scheme instantiating the concept. To any cloud storage there applies the proposed KASE scheme which supports the
functionality of searchable group data sharing, which means that, any user may selectively share the group of selected
files with a selected users group, to perform keyword search over the former while allowing the latter. For efficient key
management the main requirements are twofold for supporting searchable group data sharing. First,for sharing any
number of files, a data owner only needs to distribute a single aggregate key to a user. Second, over any number of
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shared files for performing keyword search, there only needs to submit the user to the cloud a single aggregate trapdoor.
To the best of our knowledge, in this paper the KASE scheme proposed can satisfy both requirements.
Our main three contributions are as follows.
1) The first contributions the KASE System composed different seven polynomial algorithms such as
setup, key generation , encryption , key extraction , trapdoor generation , trapdoor adjustment ,
trapdoor testing. Then we define functional and security requirement of KASE system.
2) After designing scheme of a concrete KASE, we then instantiate the KASE framework. For the seven
algorithms after providing detailed constructions, we establish its security through detailed analysis and
analyze the efficiency of the scheme.
3) Based on the proposed KASE scheme, in building an actual group data sharing system we
discuss various practical issues and evaluate its performance.
II . MOTIVATION OF THE PROJECT




The motivation of this document is to define the requirements of credit card fraud detection.
This document will provide a general description of our project, including user requirements, product
perspective.
It will provide the specific requirements and the functionality needed in the project such as interface, functional
requirements and performance requirements.

III . EXISTING SYSTEM
3. 1 Multi-user Searchable Encryption
Including PEKS as well as SSE schemes, on searchable encryption there is a rich literature. The keyword
search under the multi-tenancy setting is a more common scenario in the context of cloud storage in contrast to
those existing work. In such a scenario, to share a document with a group of authorized users the data owner
would like, and over the “multi-user searchable encryption” (MUSE) scenario, each user can provide a trapdoor who
has the access right to perform the keyword search.
To such a MUSE scenario some recent work focus, although to achieve the goal with access control they all adopt singlekey combined. With all users by sharing the document’s searchable encryption key who can access it, MUSE
schemes are constructed, and to achieve coarse-grained access control broadcast encryption is used. To achieve
fine-grained access control aware keyword search attribute based encryption (ABE) is applied. As a result, in MUSE,
how to control which users can access which documents is main problem, whereas There is not considered how to
reduce trapdoors and shared the number of keys. The solution for the latter can provide by key aggregate searchable
encryption, and it can be make more practical and efficient for MUSE.
3 .2 Multi-Key Searchable Encryption
In the case of application which has a multi-user, to search over considering that there is proportional the
number of trapdoors to the number of documents, The concept of multi-key searchable encryption (MKSE) was
introduced by Popa.
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Fig. 1. Multi-Key Searchable Encryption
In 2013 he puts forward the first feasible scheme. For providing a single keyword trapdoor to the server by
a user allows by MKSE, but in documents encrypted with different keys, to search for that trapdoor’s keyword still
allows the server. To the goal of KASE this might sound very similar, but these are in fact two different concepts
completely. From the same user in the multiuser applications over a group of shared documents, there focus on
the problem of keyword search by this approach of MKSE which inspires us, and to perform keyword search
over a group of documents with only one trapdoor a general approach also provides by the adjust process in MKSE.
However, the MKSE’s adjust process needs. From both user’s key and SE key of the document a delta generated, so to
the design of a concrete KASE scheme it does not directly apply.
IV . PROPOSED SYSTEM
From both the encryption of multi-key searchable scheme as well as the key-aggregate data sharing scheme, there
draws its insights the design of our KASE scheme. Specifically, instead of many independent keys, in order for creating
an aggregate searchable encryption key, we adapt the idea presented in. With a particular index of document each
searchable encryption key is associated, and into the product of public keys embedding the owner’s master-secret key
which is associated with the documents, the aggregate key is created. Over different documents, in order to implement
keyword search using the aggregate trapdoor. To produce an adjusted trapdoor, the cloud server can use this process for
every document.
4 . 1 The KASE Framework
There composed of seven algorithms by The KASE framewors. Specifically, to set up the scheme, the public
parameters of the system would generate by the cloud server through the Setup algorithm, and by different data
owners these public parameters can be reused to share their files. A public/master-secret key pair should produce by
him/her for each data owner, through the Keygen algorithm. With the unique searchable encryption key, via the Encrypt
algorithm the keywords of each document can be encrypted. Then, to generate an aggregate searchable encryption key,
via the Extract algorithm the master-secret key can be used by data owner for a group of selected documents. To
authorized users who need to access those documents the aggregate key can be distributed securely. After that, as
shown in Fig.2, via the Trapdoor algorithm a keyword trapdoor can produce using this aggregate key by an authorized
user, and for the cloud there submit the trapdoor. The cloud server will run after receiving the trapdoor over the specified
set of documents for performing the keyword search
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Fig. 2. Framework of key-aggregate searchable encryption.

For each document the right trapdoor generate by the Adjust algorithm, and then for testing whether the document
contains the keyword, run the Test algorithm.
4 .2 Description of the Scheme
The proposed KASE system described working as follows.
1 . Setup : This algorithm is work in cloud server sides to set up the system .In this generate public parameter
for every n no. of document which is belongs to the data owner.
2. Keygen : This algorithm is work in data owner sides to generate a random key pair such as key pair is public
key and master key for every data owner.
3. Encrypt : This algorithm also work in data owner side. In this data owner encrypt all data files before
uploading cloud server using AES encryption algorithm.
4.Extract : This algorithm also run in data owner sides to generate an aggregate searchable encryption key
using input as it’s own master key and user provided file index. Also data owner extract related keyword for
search these file in cloud.
5.Trapdoor : This algorithm work in user sides to generate a single aggregate trapdoor using input is aggregate
key and keyword which send by data owner.
6. Adjust : This algorithm run in cloud server to adjust the aggregate trapdoor to generate the right trapdoor
for each different document.
7.Test : This algorithm work in cloud server sides to perform keyword search over an encrypted document. The
searched document downloaded in user sides.
V . CONCLUSION
In proposed scheme, when sharing lots of documents with the user, there only needs to distribute a
single to a user key for the owner and when user queries over all documents shared by the same owner, he only
needs to submit a single trapdoor. However, over documents shared by multiple owners if a user wants to query, for
the cloud he must generate multiple trapdoors. The future work is that, under multi-owners setting, how to reduce the
number of trapdoors. Moreover, a lot of attention have attracted by federated clouds nowadays, but in this case directly
our KASE cannot be applied. To provide the solution for KASE is also a future work in the case of federated clouds
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